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Pioneer Cement: PIOC craving to run with peers.... Buy maintained  

Pioneer cement stunned with another patch of sales growth by 26% in 1HFY13 over the corresponding period 
last year and 122% on q-o-q basis amid stable domestic prices, improved sales in high retention areas and 
increase in sales volume by 9.1%. 

Low gearing in PIOC has forced us to pitch it to Shariah compliant investors. PIOC spells 3.5x – 4.0x and hence 
bracketed with Cherat Cement (CHCC). Election year costs incurred by government also brings good omen for 
PIOC wherein we continue to maintain BUY stance from our earlier report published on Dec 13, 2012. 

Dispatches figures Leaped over 1HFY12-13 

Overall, volumetric sales during the 1HFY13 showed an increase of 9.1% to reach 600,031 tons compared to 
549,987 tons dispatched during the corresponding period last year. The domestic dispatches were 487,293 
tons in 1HFY13 in contrast to 461862 tons in 1HFY12, whereas exports were 112,738 tons in 1HFY13 compared 
to 88,125 tons (Including 1,430 tons clinker) in corresponding period last year hence reporting 27% growth in 
exports. 
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Increase in selling prices also contributed in increased margins by 31% from 1QFY13 to 1HFY13. This is the 
massive growth in margin in contrast to 1QFY12 where PIOC earned 18% margin. Cost of sales figured surged 
by 12% due to increase in cement production and higher cost on account of fuel, power tariff and general 
inflation. 
 

Moreover, PIOC seems to accumulate freehold assets in order to reduce its reliance on leasehold assets, this 

also resulted in reduction of financial charges by 47%. PIOC also borrowed Rs.83.9mn over 1HFY12-13. 

However, this is not the point of being worried as Interest cover soured from 6x to 10x which shows improved 

liquidity position. 

 

Valuation: Attractive option for Shariah compliant investors... 
PIOC is yielding P.E of 3.5x in contrast to industry average P.E of 10x therefore we maintain our BUY stance. 

PIOC is also attractive for Islamic funds given the company’s stance of reducing its debt from capital structure 

since its only 14% geared. 

 

 
 


